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AMRES ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. Booth No.
A1020

Booth No.
A0225a BEST LEARNING MATERIALS CORP.

Digital devices are hands off THE interface people all around 
the world use to interact with each other and receive informa-
tion. Are you worried about compromising the eyesight of your 
beloved little ones with these electronic tools? The super enter-
taining and informative INNO PAD is the answer. Simply insert 
one of the eight plastic learning cards into the device and start 
teaching your child fun facts and knowledge about alpha-
bets, numbers, time, colours, shapes, weather, moods, music, 
and problem-solving skills. This is a device that allows children 
above 2 to read, learn, and have fun for as long as they like. 

Creative Tablet for The Little CitizensJapan’s Next Generation Makeup Helper!

Corona virus drastically altered the way people live, thus pro-
ducing new needs and demands. This multi- functional wet 
wipe storage pouch has received patent in many countries. 
Inside the pouch is a zipper bag specifically designed to house 
wet wipes, separating them from other makeup kits in the other 
compartment. You can easily replace the wet wipes when de-
pleted. The ease use pouch is a dispenser that opens from the 
outside as well. On the lid of the dispenser is a mirror to help 
tart yourself up. Make no mistake, this popular make up tool in 
Japan is here to make you more popular!

Multi-Function Wet Wipe Storage Pouch

INNO PAD: Smart Fun Lessons

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/63E64BDE0DF00057E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/DD7FD1AA58A4A485E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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CarryPlus X LINE FRIENDS CarryPlus X BT21 Bone China Decorated with Arts

Does the thought of waking up sucks the life out of you? Is it an 
absolute torture to craw out of bed every morning? What you 
need is a clock to remind you not only of time but also the little 
things in life that are worth waking up for. The Carryplus x LINE 
FRIENDS and CarryPlus BT21 wall clocks and alarm clocks are 
here to greet you, together with adoring characters that make 
you all warm and fuzzy inside. You will be amazed to learned 
how quiet and peaceful these clocks are. They speak of taste, 
quality, and the ability to fit in and compliment any space they 
are in.

Decades of experience in ceramic glaze and laser printing 
gave Ceramic Decoration an edge in the development of 
high-resolution ceramic printing skills. The brand is able to 
reproduce fine art paintings, images, pictures and text on all 
kinds of ceramic and glass wares. The most sought-after col-
lection is the light and delicate Bone China Series. The rich and 
highly saturated colours burned onto the ceramic put painted 
ones to shame. On top of that, the regal gold trimmings won 
the hearts of many artists, art galleries, design companies and 
buyers from dinnerware industry.

The Co-branding Clock That Melts Your Heart Infinite Colours to Celebrate The New Ceramic Art

CERAMIC DECORATION COMPANY LIMITEDBooth No.
A0830

Booth No.
A0618CARRY LOT INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/44BDAC1FC90C39AFE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/0191523CF5F39560E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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CHIN PENG COTTON CO., LTD.Booth No.
A1009

Booth No.
A0914CHANG HER TOWEL FACTORY

Chang Her embroidered towels feature 12 cute Chinese Zodi-
ac animals. On the tummy band of each towel is a correspond-
ing auspicious quote of the year for good luck and prosperity. 
Come get your personal lucky charm! The series is made of 
100% cotton. No formaldehyde, fluorescent agent or chemical 
additives are applied during the production. The towel is soft to 
the touch, extremely light and does not take up much space. 
It is a great choice for both adult and children. Not to mention 
the machine-embroidered animals are a fine addition to the 
already exquisite towels.

Chin Peng’s combined cotton natural dye towels are formalde-
hyde, fluorescent agent, and azo compound free. They are soft, 
supple, extremely absorbent, and quick to dry. All natural dyes 
used are from native plants. The coffee dye is extracted from 
coffee beans native to Gukeng. The natural herbal dye from 
peanut skin is extracted from black peanuts grown in Huwei. 
As for the rubia cordifolia dye, it is made from the actual Chi-
nese herb. Natural dyes are safe, fragrant, and unique in colour 
scheme. To be fair, they are the essence of plants and the most 
wonderful gift from nature.

Adorable Zodiac Animals for Good Luck Natural Dye Towels – Friend of Man and Nature

Canned Popular Animal Square Bath Towel Coffee Dye

Natural Dye from Roasted Peanut Skin

Rubia Cordifolia Dye

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/2F601E0A4F558197E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/1AB388B7B176A8A1E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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EAST SHEEN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0725

Booth No.
A1024COMTEL ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

Comtel’s patented belt set consists of a belt, a rotating back 
clip, and a flexible anti-slide sleeve. The belt can hold up to 5 
kg of weight and does not slide or shift easily. It can be used as 
belt or a strap to carry plastic water bottles or insulated bottles 
to construction sites for a day’s work, on shopping expeditions, 
to a climb in the mountains, or for a walk or run. It will not dis-
appoint. The multifunctional Velcro PET bottle hanger frees your 
hands when you are pushing your baby around in a stroller, rid-
ing a bike, or carrying a suitcase.

East Sheen’s magic cubes are light-weighted, fit nicely in your 
palm, and turns and rotates smoothly. There are over 100 ways 
to solve the inspiring and exciting 3D puzzle. The all-time clas-
sic educational toy trains and elevates player’s logic, thinking 
and creativity. In addition to the basic version, East Sheen now 
offers a blank version without coloured stickers. What an out-
standing DIY kit for anyone wishing for a challenge! You can 
also custom make your cubes with private logos or packaging 
to fortify the overall gift experience.

Small Device, Big Hit Hello Classic for Yet Another Generation

Belt w/ Clip and
Multifunctional Anti-slide Sleeve

Multi-Function
Velcro PET Bottle Hanger

3x3x3 Puzzle Cube Customized Cube

3x3x3 Blank Puzzle Cube

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9F06223AEF1EDB33E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/37CEF619F077C140E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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FAIR FORM INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.Booth No.
A1205

Booth No.
A1213EZUNITED ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

The endearing animal blankets are made of velvety coral 
fleece. Sink your hands right in the delicate and supple ma-
terial and indulgence yourself a little for these blankets can 
be used for naps in offices or schools, air-conditioned rooms, 
or as a cap in all weathers when there is a little chill. Snuggle 
comfortably under these blankets when you feel like dozing 
off a little. The pretty ribbons not only make the blankets more 
appealing, but also allow you to tie the blanket up effortlessly 
before carrying it around. Enjoy the airy fluffiness and soft hugs 
of these furry companions wherever you go!

Fair Form knows something about international trades, es-
pecially in the Japanese market. The brand offers a variety of 
home décor and household items, gifts, textile, stuffed toys, 
artifacts, and stationery. The Whistle Plus Flashlight Pen lights 
up the way when camping in the wild or navigating the urban 
nightlife. The pen comes in eight colours, including red, white, 
black, army green, and more. Customers can print their pre-
ferred logo on these pens. The light and portable Foldable 
Storage Basket has a retro flare to it. The rich colours and large 
storage space make them great additions to your home. 

The Fluffier The Better Let The Professionals Take the Lead

Adorable Animal Blanket Foldable Storage Basket Whistle Flashlight Pen

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/4C36860D06A3BCB5E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/0BA86049B96C9D4BE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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GUANG HSEN ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0228

Booth No.
A0824GRANDI INTERNATIONAL TRADING LTD., CO.

Grandi’s Andromeda wine glass collection is made of exquisite 
Bohemia crystal. The tulip shaped glasses are wafer thin but 
does not break easily. 182 Swarovski crystals gives the glass 
a captivating luster. The even more impressive Champaign 
glasses are embellished with 198 crystals. The elongated slen-
der bowls keep the wine bubbles from fizzling out quickly. The 
Phoenix Wine Glass is designed by ASPI sommelier. The 678 
Swarovski crystals that decorate the glass help to showcase the 
nuance in wine clarity, colour and texture and retain the fra-
grance in full.

The GSBFB Non-toxic Silicone Straw Pack is made in Taiwan 
with FDA and RoSH2.0 approved nontoxic platinum food grade 
material. The bisphenol A (BPA) free straws are extremely sta-
ble and sturdy when used repeatedly. The Tritan™ sharp tip 
head cuts through sealing film on drinks like knife to butter and 
the spoon head also comes in handy at times. The adorable 
sea turtle and cat paws on the straw is a nice addition. When 
cleaning, the transparent body allows you to leave no dirty spot 
behind.

Savouring Fine Wine Under Starry Sky Reusable Straws for Better Health & A Better Tomorrow

Andromeda Wine Glass Phoenix Wine Glass GSBFB Non-toxic Silicone Straw Pack

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/0F820A9EECB0651FE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/BA0D706A14177281E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Simple  l i fe  laborator y 
was established in 2015, 
which is a personal body 
fragrance brand. We con-
sider life as a petri dish, 
think product proposal as 
a experiment, and keep 
accompanying the female 
who learn about how to 
love themselves. We can 
discover our character 
through the fragrance. We 
advocate that fragrance is 
a low-profile way to show 
yourself. Keep trying and 
find your simple life!

I am my own way.

Booth No. | A0433a ON THE ROAD LIMITED

SLL
Solid Perfume
KEYWORDS PERFUME

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/8DDC6E889A52F071E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Monbento is a French original brand that offers quality tableware. 
The name comes from the French word Mon, meaning mine, 
and the Japanese word Bento, meaning lunch box. Monbento 
is young, lively, and modern. The design of the lunch boxes take 
inspiration from eastern food culture and comes in a collection 
of macaroon colours. They not only won the hearts of judges at 
Red Dot Design Award, but also the name of the Hermes of lunch 
boxes. The entire product line is approved by LFGB and SGS, free 
of bisphenol A (BPA) and plasticizer. You can’t ask for anything 
trendier, lighter, more eco-friendly, and healthier than this!

Hope Union offers great quilting and machine embroidery 
designs. The brand is a trusted OEM and ODM partner in the 
industry. The merry Quilting Red Envelope can be used as a 
purse, a coin purse or a small storage bag; The Forest Face 
Mask Lanyard series features lanyards decorated with 3D ani-
mal pendants, an awesome choice for those who worry about 
loosing their face masks easily or not knowing how to store 
them; The Amulet Holder has metal claps and a hanger to help 
secure good luck and protection!

When East Meets West for Lunch Piece Your Life Together

HOPE UNION ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.Booth No.
A1118HANG HONG ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. Booth No.

A0923

Rectangular Double Layer Lunch Box Stainless Steel Insulated Lunch Box Plus

Travel Water-Repellent 
Stainless Steel Utensil Set

Quilting Red Envelope Amulet Holder

Forest Face Mask Lanyard

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/7921DC1A8CD95DA3E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/C3B50D15E974848CE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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JETON R/D & MFG. INC.Booth No.
A1025

Booth No.
A0624INTENT V-TECH ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

We need more than vaccines to fend off the pandemic and ex-
ercise strengthens our immune system. Never free? Nowhere to 
go? Refuse to work out in a packed gym? With one simple per-
sonal resistance band you can stretch anywhere you want any-
time you wish. Make good use of your free time and train your 
muscles to stay energized through the day and activate your 
immune system. For those more ambitious, try the hand grip 
to build up your strength. Of course, don’t forget to relax your 
muscles afterward with the massage roller ball. 

People nowadays keep record of their lives with smart phone. 
But not everyone has dexterous fingers and steady hands when 
it comes to photo taking. OWAYS Multifunctional Phone Holder 
is here to save the day. It weighs a mere 200 grams and is easy 
to carry around. The quick release lever, bendable joints, and 
adjustable pole make it easy for picture taking in all angles and 
postures possible. There are also strong clamps and vacuum 
suction cups to choose from if needed. Click away!

For Fitness and Health Your Most Reliable Photo Assistant 

Multifunctional Phone Holder

Healthcare &
Fitness Product

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/CA552CA4933BD552E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9589F808553C54E1E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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LOVETEX INDUSTRIAL CORP.Booth No.
A1110

Booth No.
A1013LIFE TOWEL INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

Life Towel has been providing customized towels for over sixty 
years. The brand takes pride in its expertise in color matching 
and design. Many Life Towel products have already acquired 
the MIT Smile Logo. The fabrics used are from Cotton USA to 
ensure the quality, stability, and texture of towels do not fail to 
please. Life Towel is a trusted partner of many name brands. Its 
printed towels, embroidery towels, and yarn dyed towels are all 
extremely popular among customers.

Behold! All you need to do is gently slid the Velcro hair gripper 
onto your bang and it will immediately secure your hair into 
place without leaving a mark. The grippers can be customized 
into any shape desired or with the image of choice printed on 
them. What a great choice for key visual, slogan or promotion 
of beloved characters! The Sortable Luggage Strap with Vel-
cro weighs less than 55 g. It wraps around suitcases tightly to 
prevent them from busting open by accident. The strap can be 
fold into palm size for travel. Customization available as well!

Sixty Years of Experience at Your Service Velcro to The Rescue

Hair Gripper

Hair Gripper

Sortable Luggage StrapCustomized Sports Towel

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/E87BCCD918425A1AE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/FBF4EF9457EA7DDAE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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MAXMOLD POLYMER CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0829

Booth No.
A1106LU PAO FINE CHINA CO., LTD.

Lu Pao’s A Contented Mind Is A Perpetual Feast Travel Tea Set 
consists of a gradient clay pot and cups that breathe. The set 
takes inspiration from mangosteen. The handle is embellished 
with patterns of mangosteen footstalk and the nesting cups 
take after the shell and the fruit. Mangosteen is pronounced 
as shan zhu in Chinese. The sound zhu is similar to the word 
zu, meaning content. Therefore, owning the tea set symbolizes 
being content, and finding happiness in tea. The Better Fortune 
Travel Tea Set features the traditional auspicious animal of the 
Chinese culture—tiger. The lid is traced in gold and the han-
dles are decorated with reliefs. Both sets can be stored into an 
easy travel bag for a good cup of tea anywhere you go!

For those who are tired of cleaning up clay that dries out easi-
ly, and leaves of trail of crumbles left and right, the MIT Q-doh 
has news for you. This revolutionary silicone clay never dries out, 
never crumbles, never sticks to your hand, and can be washed 
it water without losing colour. Organic silicone and food grade 
colouring guarantee the safety of the product. To further pro-
tect the health and wellbeing of users, a bacteriostatic agent 
from Japan is added. Q-doh is approved by ST, SGS, FDA and 
RoHS. Feel free to have a splendid time with friends and family 
of all ages playing Q-doh. The collection consists of three se-
ries: super soft, magic sculptor, and able athlete.

Tea Drinking Is a Lifestyle Super Fun Silicone Clay

A Contented Mind Is A Perpetual 
Feast / Travel Tea Set

Better Fortune / Travel Tea Set

Q-doh Silicone Clay

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/55E9888657ACA4E6E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/5455611E21A0E817E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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POLYMAX MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.Booth No.
D0508PAI PEN PRO INTERNATIONAL LTD. Booth No.

A1127

The crown mini fountain pen is of exquisite piano lacquer with 
high quality ink cartridge filler and a fine pointed tip. It is the 
embodiment of timeless sophistication and understated ele-
gance. The cypress pen has a smooth wooden barrel embel-
lished with copper accessories and a metal clip. The collection 
comes in three choices: ballpoint, roller ball and fountain pen. 
The natural cypress wood releases phytoncide when held close. 
It is literally a refreshing choice for stationery enthusiasts! The 
shape of the triangle pen is the optimal result by calculation, 
reaching a balance between minimalistic design and visual ap-
peal. The pen is down sized to give the experience more volume.

As camping rises in popularity, Sacoche becomes a buzzword 
at the moment. The word Sacoche is originally French for sling 
bags bikers bring their provisions in when racing. Nowadays 
Sacoches come in all texture, form, and design. They are now 
considered fashionable items by more than just bikers. The 
seamless Polymax bags are waterproof. The waterproof zippers 
add an extra layer of security to prevent any damage from liq-
uid spillage or rain. The bags are colourful, light-weighted and 
fitted with loops that can be hung in places of choice. 

The Instrument That Keeps Record of Heaven & Earth Sling Bag for Sports and Fashion

Water-Proof Bag

The Connect Modern 
& Ancient Crown Mini 
Fountain Pen

Natural Taiwan Cy-
press Wood Pen

The Rounded Sky and Square Land -
Natural Triangle Wood Fountain Pen

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/CE42D205273A6110E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9F31556BBA3201B6E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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PU LI PAPER MFG. CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0823

Booth No.
A0925POWERCASE CORPORATION

In a world where material wants are gaining power by the day, 
are you carrying more and more things on you wherever you go? 
The 2-in-1 cellphone pouch by Powercase is presently the only 
pouch for small items that doubles as a shopping bag when 
need. This is the perfect tool for anyone wishing to lead a sim-
ple life. The pouch itself is big enough for coins and cellphones, 
which is pretty much all anyone requires on the road. When a 
shopping spree hits or a need to carry extra loads comes up, 
the hidden shopping bag can be revealed with a simple pull. 
If you are still not convinced, the pouch comes in form of cute 
beagle, shina inu and ragdoll. What’s not to love about that?

Pu Li Paper’s creative DIY set features paper craft figures made 
of single-sided corrugated fiberboard. Unlike figures made of 
wood, plastic, or metal, paper crafts are safer, recyclable and 
much more environmentally friendly. The use of recyclable ma-
terial means reduction in waste, thus produces less pollution. 
The floral tape series comes in all sizes and colours. They are 
a true blessing for people interested in flower decoration and 
DIY craft making. Another material that comes in handy is the 
melamine overlay paper. It absorbs liquid quickly and does 
not rupture easily due to high bursting strength. It is the perfect 
choice for making all forms of melamine creations.

Smart, Simple, and Super Cute Sky’s The Limit with Paper Craft

2-in-1 Multifunctional Cellphone Pouch with Eco-Bag Paper Craft Floral Tape

Melamine Overlay Paper

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/7EF102D492A5CDD6E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/C418A7531371CB4CE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Suntown Customized Chocolate

Booth No. | A0305aSUNTOWN INDUSTRIAL CORP.

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9FEF3A4BAE478C9AE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Static PP Duster is made of soft microfibers. The delicate thread 
on the fabric gently removes fine dust from the surface you are 
cleaning. The flexible pole attached allows you to wipe away 
dust from afar effortlessly. The ceiling fan duster comes with a 
four-fold aluminum pole that’s extremely light and adjustable. 
No need to worry about ceiling corners, ceiling fans and air 
con vent anymore. Consider the job done! The mini broom and 
dustpan set is small enough to remove dirt and dust from the 
narrow gaps. The squeegee removes water stains from table-
tops. Simply put the broom into the dustpan and hang the set 
up to stash it away. Happy cleaning!

How would you celebrate an anniversary with the person you 
value the most? Sheen Badge has been an expert in metal gifts 
production and design for 45 years. The brand proudly presents 
luxurious, decadent, and grand choices for the worthy. The Club 
Badge is made of 925 silver and embellished with Swarovski 
crystals. The platinum plating is smooth and highly polished. The 
bottom of the badge is adorned with intricate enamel carvings 
that adds an extra touch of refined elegance. The Rotary Club 
Ring is made of high-quality copper decorated with Swarovs-
ki crystals. The 18-carat gold plating is further dressed up with 
techniques of jewelry making to take it to another level.
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Tools to Make Life Easier The Decadent Adventure 

SHEEN BADGE CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0614

Booth No.
A0606ROCK TONE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

Static PP DusterCeiling Fan Duster

Mini Broom & Dustpan SetMini Broom & Dustpan Set

Rotary Club Ring Club Badge

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/D4CFE7EE591C16A4E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/525CDC36E44626CEE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Exercise is crucial to a health lifestyle. Be it yoga, spinning bike 
or weight training, take your pick and build your constitution. Of 
course, you will need suitable sport outfit, peoper equipment 
and a nice towel to make the experience much more satisfying. 
The entire line of Okpolo Sport Towel is made in Taiwan and a 
winner of Taiwan Golden Select. The double-sided cotton yarn 
fabric is very substantial. The towel is 1.5 times longer than the 
other towels on the market. This makes it easier to stay on your 
shoulders without sliding off constantly. There are five figures 
playing sport on the towel. They will be your most faithful com-
panion during exercise.

S-line Cleansing Body Sponge has artificial pores structured 
like the natural sponge. It foams quickly, absorbs water easily 
and dries fast as well. The s shape design fits perfectly in your 
palm so you won’t have to worry about losing it in the shower. 
This synthetic seaweed sponge is soft on the skin and has an 
uneven surface that makes cleaning much more efficient. The 
Dinosaur Bath Sponge is a treat for the eye. The patented lami-
na finish produces fine foams immediately when soap or show-
er gel is applied. The Beauty Skin Body Sponge with lamina fin-
ish helps to exfoliate and remove old and dead skin cells. There 
are two options to choose from-- large pore and small pore. 

Wipe off Sweat and Take A Rest Bathing Is A Lot More Fun with The Right Sponge

SHING FA HANG CO., LTD. Booth No.
A1005

Booth No.
A1126 SIVA ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

SPORT TOWEL S-line Cleansing Body Spong Dinosaur Bath Sponge

Beauty Skin Body Sponge

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/B4289355E5A0FC22E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/D5B64D5061F1E631E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Tafa ‘s Electric City Bike is a 24 inch smart electric bike made 
in Taiwan. It is equipped with a Shimano derailleur system that 
automatically adjusts the output of electricity according to 
the changes in torque and speed. The mechanism allows cy-
clers the best riding experience. The straight umbrella has a 
large canopy and strong ribs. It works wonder in strong wind 
and heavy rain. The fordable umbrella series comes in twofold, 
threefold, and fivefold. The umbrella can be packed quickly 
into a small bundle, easy to carry around everywhere. You can 
deploy and close the canopy manually or with a click of the 
button. It will hold up to strong wind and offer great protection.

Tai Mei presents a series of 100% pure acrylic household items 
made in Taiwan. The collection is refined, sturdy, durable, and 
of the highest quality. Amongst which the Beauty Cosmetic Ac-
cessory Caddy with Rotatable Round Base comes in extremely 
handy. It has 11 compartments for everything you need. The 
360 degrees rotating base allows you reach for anything in a 
spin. The 7-Pieces Home Bathroom Accessory Set: Radiance 
Series consists of a pump bottle for hand sanitizer, a soap dish, 
a tooth brush stand, a tooth mug, a cotton swab container, a 
cotton ball container, and a trashcan. The simple fine stripes 
decorating the surface give the set a very modern look.

Moving Smart Is A Smart Move High Quality Acrylic for Your Crystal Palace

TAI MEI ACRYLIC CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0825

Booth No.
A0821TAFA INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Electric City Bike

Straight Umbrella

Folding Umbrella

Beauty Cosmetic Accessory Caddy

7-Pieces Home Bathroom Accessory Set: Radiance Series

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/CD9528A3A4159882E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/8FAAF54FBB8F9F1FE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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The Mini Astro Reading Light deserves the name the tiniest reading 
light in the world. The bright LED light can be clasped anywhere 
you like. The Oscillating Mini Desk Fan is a portable device that runs 
silently. It can be powered by AA battery, plug or USB cable. There 
are two wind settings to choose from, and the fan rotates left and 
right for better circulation. You can adjust the position of the fan 
easily. The LED Portable Light with Alarm has a 5-stage adjustable 
lanyard. It is a great help when writing indoors and working out-
doors. What’s more, with this on their neck, man’s best friend will 
never lose their way coming back home from a walk in the night.

The single handle Tote Bag is made of thick and supple cow 
hide. The bag has a single handle, magnetic latch, and no 
side pockets. It is simple, elegant, and relaxing. A great choice 
for both leisure and business occasions. The man’s 2Way Tote 
Bag is made of sturdy cow hide. The main compart is spacious 
enough to house a 15.6 inch laptop. There are three pockets on 
the inside and one zipper pouch. It is the very existence of the 
ultimate working companion. The Cute Bus Shape ID Holder 
puts a smile on your face. It is great for carrying IDs or tickets 
around.

Mini Accessories to Save The Day Real Leather Is A Timeless Beauty

TAY TRY CO., LTD.Booth No.
D0214

Booth No.
A1224TAIWAN ANGELA CORP.

Mini LED / Astro Reading LightOscillating Mini Desk Fan

LED Portable Light with Alarm

Soft Leather One-handle Tote BagCow Leather 2Way Tote Bag

Cute Bus Shape ID Badge Holder

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/CF90E319227CEC5FE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/61C3DD28C6DC036EE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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UNICE E-O SERVICES INC.Booth No.
D0413a

Booth No.
A0727TRONG &E MAGNETIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Trong &E has already sold over one million magnet bookmark-
ers. The one-piece bookmarker is made of MIT non-toxic mag-
net and EN71 approved. You can custom make any design you 
wish, regardless of thickness, the lever of strength of the mag-
net, look, or size. The Flat Fridge Magnet is a popular friend in 
the kitchen. You can even have it on a key chain or a hanger. 
Simply state your wish and it is done. The patented Relief 3D 
Magnet is not hollow in the middle. Everything from production 
to material is in line with EU regulation. Send us your design 
and joy the fun!

Are you still printing photos out to celebrate a special moment? 
Why not take a look at the fine wood laser engraving choices of-
fered by Unice E-O. The wave souvenir decoration and portrait 
keychain are made of imported cypress. Cypress is known to 
be exceptionally durable and stable. It is far superior a material 
compared to plywood or MDF (medium density fiberboard). The 
wood is rot and pest resistant and does not crack or warp as it 
has no layers. The material is ideal for laser engravings of photos, 
text or images. The pet tag is a wooden plate that weighs almost 
nothing. You can engrave names, telephone numbers, birthdays, 
or any word onto it as a special ID for your loving furry friend.

Customized Super Magnets A Moment to Cherish

Magnetic Bookmark

Flat Fridge MagnetRelief 3D Magnet

Laser Engraving: Customized Souvenir Decoration-Wave

Customized Portrait Keyring Customized Pet Tag

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/1AB9E9524617BA5AE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/7B3C8A3490A7D651E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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XEBE INC.Booth No.
A1130

Booth No.
A1022XACT ENTERPRISE CORP.

Recycled material and reusable ingredients are Xact’s first 
choice when coming up with a product proposer. The brand 
values nature, life, and the scarcity of recourses. The materials 
used, manufacturing process, and packaging details all high-
lights the importance of environmental protection and energy 
saving. Step by step, the brand wishes to teach people a more 
basic, simple, and ecofriendly lifestyle which does not lack in 
taste. Case in point, Xact’s natural hand-woven grass slippers 
and fans are made from pandanus tectorius leaves. They are 
soft, comfortable, and sturdy choices for anyone looking for a 
healthier alternative but not a compromise.

The more multifunctional electronic devices are, the greater the 
power consumption. In view of this, charging devices grow in im-
portance and popularity in the gift and premium market. Simply 
place your device on the Xebe wireless charger and let time do 
its work. The Qi Wireless series offers more options. You can either 
charge wirelessly or with cable anytime, anywhere. Both chargers 
can be customized with your select logo or image to make it more 
exclusive. The marvelous Harley-Davidson Motorcycle Flash Drive, 
Post Office Version is another star product for the discerning eye. 
The brand dominates the market with their expertise and skills. If 
you are looking to add a special touch, Xebe is at your service.

Naturally Amazing It’s Not Just A Pretty Face

Grass Weave Fan

Grass Weave Slippers

Logo Qi Wireless 
Portable Charger

 Logo Wireless Charger

Post Harley Motorcycle
3D USB Drive

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/13EE13D5203EDEBFE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/EDF3626A25295899E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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FRUITSHOP INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. Booth No. | A0233

Bone Lanyard PhoneTie 2-Card Holder

Original strap design fits smartphones 
from 4-6.5 inches” Detachable card-
holder for multi-use.

A perfect combination for your phone 
and strap by hidden buckle design.

Length-adjustable lanyard (neck / 
cross-body) with anti-slip cord lock.

Eco-friendly silicone material, washable 
and stain resistant.

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/1D543F530FAEE968E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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YE YE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0805

Booth No.
A1228YAJHIH CO., LTD.

In praise of Taiwanese culture, Yajhih launched a series of mini 
accessories in vivid details using alloy. Each item comes with a 
set of gift card and envelope dedicated to it. On the card is the 
background story of each individual design and a blank space 
to write down your blessings or thoughts for the receiver. It is a 
wonderful choice as gifts for yourself or your loved ones. Yajhih 
is a firm believer of quality and works hard to live up to its fame. 
The team of artists and craftsperson strive to make dreams 
comes true for customers who put trust in them. 

Poly resin can be made into products of all sizes and surfaces, 
be it smooth, rough, flat, bright, or shiny. The possibility is end-
less and extremely exciting. Ye Ye offers a variety of three-di-
mensional action figures in small volumes, novelty magnets and 
refrigerator magnets. The magnets are hidden inside the case 
to ensure user safety and prevent them from falling apart eas-
ily. The Handcrafted 3D Soap is SGS approved. The soaps are 
made from the first extract of unrefined natural oil. No chemi-
cal additive is added. Ye Ye owns a set of extracting equipment 
for all the essential oil used. This is to make certain that all in-
gredients are of high purity, great variety, and excellent quality.

Miniatures for The Good Old Days A Mini World That Fascinates

Card Necklace

Card Necklace

OEM Products

Polyresin Magnet

Polyresin Figure Stand

PURE PLANT–
Handcrafted 3D Art CP Soap

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/3781C931280A984BE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/D38CCCC4873E09D6E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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If you believe stationery is only a tool, then you must have never 
own one of Yihe Gifts’Fun Novelty Pom-pom Pens. The brand 
celebrates all trendy ideas, cute characters, and popular action 
figures, reproducing them in 2D and 3D accessories to com-
pliment the actual pen section. Together with colorful pom-
poms that are super soft to the touch and simply irresistible, 
the ballpoint pens draw people’s attention to them like moth to 
flame after every launch. The arresting colour combination and 
unique design means writing, from here on out, will never be 
a lonely and dull act again. Watch out! The adventurous roller 
coaster rides in stationery Lalaland are ready blow you mind.

Out of every 100 ribbon- wrapped jewelry boxes, 99 of them 
are the artful work of Ying Chili. The brand makes good use of 
printing on fine art paper, embossing, hot foil stamping, leather 
and satin, special adhesive and glue, automation, and gleam-
ing ribbons that are often the cherry on the cake. Every detail 
is a testament of the devotion and dedication to perfection, 
be it traditional velvet boxes or elegant European style designs. 
The clever combination of texture, material and embellishment 
produces art works of the finest taste. After all, everyone needs 
something dreamy for the romantic moments in life.

The Wild Writing Fun Witnessing Every Romantic Moment

YING CHILI ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0817

Booth No.
A0927YIHE GIFTS INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.

Fun Novelty Pom-pom Pens

Jewelry Boxes

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/08A34B996D1D1E6BE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/B2BAC07FB4D3B3E2E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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The Hokkaido Shirokuma Series features polar bear stars at the 
Maruyama Zoo. The carefree bears come alive under the skillful 
hands of the artists. Other products include, drawstring lunch 
bags, drawstring bags for hot water bottles, and bags for insu-
lated water bottles. They most definitely set the tone for a lovely 
lunch hour. Part of the revenue will be donated to the founda-
tion for the restoration of polar bears. TOMIOKA CLEANING is 
owned by the famous Tomioka dry cleaner in Hokkaido. The 
dry cleaner offers four laundry bags specifically designed for 
different garments. The cute little loops and endearing illustra-
tions on the bags make hanging clothes all the more pleasant.

Young Son has been a strong competitor in shell business for nearly 
50 years. The brand owns hundreds of different types of shells from 
all over the world, including certain rare species. One of the popu-
lar products offered by Young Son is the acrylic liquid key chain with 
sea animals co-designed by a Japanese designer. Sea animals on 
the chain float in unique oil formula dotted with snowflakes and 
glitter, as if they were splashing, frolicking, and diving freely in open 
waters. The key chains are extremely popular souvenir choices in 
amusement parks all over the world. Another well-liked gift is MFD 
magnets with printed Taiwan ocean themes in high quality ink. They 
are not just pretty to look at, but also highly sufficient and safe.

The Unstoppable White Frenzy of Hokkaido The Dazzling Heart of The Ocean

YOUNG SUN TRADING CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0616

Booth No.
A0229aYOUHO ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

Hokkaido Shirokuma Series:
Lunch Bag / Drawstring bag for soup pot / Isothermic water bottle bag

TOMIOKA CLEANING: Laundry Bag Series

Real Seashells

Acrylic Liquid Key Chains

MDF Magnet

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/38E5F45CE54E18DBE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/2A26ACF0B5BD89D1E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Tasteful reliefs are etched onto the high-quality copper barrel of 
the embossed relief ballpoint pen and finished with metal plat-
ing to complete the look. The breath-taking collection comes in 
retro distress and modern matte. Both are incredibly hard to re-
sist. On top of that, Converge offers a wide selection of colours. 
For those feeling particularly artsy, customize your own relief 
design to compliment your personality. The pen is perfectly bal-
anced when held in your hand and the glistering black cap adds 
sophistication to the overall writing experience. Simply rotate to 
reveal the tip in one smooth motion and start scribbling away!

People often think fondly of the collective memories they share. 
The American deli featured in shopping district series and the 
hamburger truck in the food truck series are all sweet child-
hood memories that will never fade. The brand aims to capture 
and forever retain the precious moments by building replicas to 
imitate reality as true to life as possible. The models standout 
because of the attention for detail and the use of vivid colours. 
The components are made by precision laser cutting technol-
ogy and later assembled and adorned by hand. It is an out-
standing gift choice for anniversaries and weddings. Elecan-
cegifts & Novelties also offers customized gift and promotional 
items with logos to enhance sentimental ties.

Use Art to Write Art A Nostalgic Look at Hometown in Miniature

ELECANCE GIFTS & NOVELTIES INC.Booth No.
A0521a

Booth No.
A0511aCONVERGE PEN CO., LTD.

Embossed Series Relief Art Style Ball Pen

Wooden Miniature Shopping Street house – Deli

Wooden Miniature Street Food Truck – Burger Truck

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/3E2DD0533C84F877E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/912FEFA80B251B65E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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HK PRINTING GROUP, LTD.Booth No.
A0510

Booth No.
A0526E-LINK PLASTIC & METAL INDUSTRIAL. CO., LTD.

The rainbow pill organizer manages your pill intake rigorously 
by the week. The separated compartments are large and easy 
to fill, each perfect for a day’s worth of pills. The pill cutter with 
hidden blade is equipped with an anti-slip pill holder to secure 
the pill in place when cutting. The crumb collector gathers all 
the bits and pieces that falls off and keeps them away from lit-
tle children and furry friends. The rubber sealing strips helps to 
keep the damp-proof weekly pill organizer airtight and away 
from moisture. The large compartments are also ideal for stor-
ing all the pills you need to consume daily and avoid mix ups.

Aroma compounds is something people cannot touch or feel 
and definitely not easy to preserve. However, specific smells al-
ways trigger vivid memories or certain emotions. HK Printing uses 
EU approved parfum for the entire product line and preserves 
the aroma onto paper with special technology. These scented 
paper products are of high quality and various texture. The Tai-
wan Vintage scented notebook features illustrations of charming 
girls in cheongsam. The notebook is of retro Florida water smell 
to compliment the traditional Chinese images depicted. Ba Jia 
Jiang painted face mask series is an ode to the Taiwanese folk 
culture. The scent of choice for the series is villain and jasmine.

Taking Care of Your Health 7 Days A Week The Unforgettable Fragrance for The Extraordinary You

Rainbow Quick-Refill 7 Grids Pill Box

Safety Hidden Blade 
Designed Pill Cutter

Damp-Proof 7 Grids Portable Pill Case

Scented Notebook: Taiwan Vintage SERIES

Scented Notebook: Ba Jia Jiang SERIES

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/24F8A4AB122C672EE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/7EE772A6763916F0E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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INTERNATIONAL WRITING INSTRUMENT CORP.Booth No.
A0528

Booth No.
A0529aINTERLINK ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

Back to School (BTS) children’s stationery series plays on STEAM 
philosophy and incorporates the love for exploring and hands 
on applications to its design. For example, the eye of the gold-
fish is a magnifying glass and the tail of the whale, and the 
waves are erasers. The Bubble Series - Wall Organizers consist 
of six different three-dimensional storage units that come in 
five colours. You can mix and match as you see fit. The target 
tablet and document holder are specifically designed for home 
offices and distant learning. It is an integrated storage system 
meant to house everything you need when working on a tablet.

The Essence series celebrates simple clean lines and refined el-
egance. The nib is made of high-quality alloy with a spring sys-
tem. The rollerball pen comes with the 0.6 mm 888F cartridge 
from Schmidt, Germany. The fountain pen is equipped with the 
original PETER BOCK small nib and ink imported from Europe. 
Pens from the Adult Fairy Tale series are decorated with dis-
tinctive engraving on the pen barrel. Each fairy tale has its own 
signature colour scheme. The Monsters of Taiwan series takes 
inspiration from the board game in the same name. Each pen 
is slightly different than the other due to special lacquer finish. 
This giving the pens a nice mysterious touch. 

The Storage Magic for Stationery Lovers From Fairy Tales to Monster Adventures

Back to School Series Back to School Series

Bubble Series - Wall Organizer Target Series

Essence ver.: Adult’s Fairy Tale 
World roller/ fountain pen

Essence ver.: Monsters of Taiwan 
roller/ fountain pen

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/F3F057DDA290F567E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/D1BAB1654CBB0A30E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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The Rounded Sky and Square Land – Natural Triangle Wood Pen

Booth No. | A1127PAI PEN PRO INTERNATIONAL LTD.

Cultural and Creative Brand /
Creative Stationery / Design Patent

A pen with temperature.

No longer to hold the cantilever and feel 

thorny.

Hold the pen lightly.

It turns out that writing is a pleasure.

A kind of freedom.

A comfort from the heart.

A piece of wood cut, polished, triangle 

shaped.

After craftsmanship.

Keep tempering.

Until the moment the accessories are in-

stalled.

To show value.

You can stand up to the temple with a 

thousand swords and hammers.

Otherwise it’s a piece of dead wood.

Who said.

Life is not an artisan journey!

There are thousands of styles, each leading 

the style for thousands of years.

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9F31556BBA3201B6E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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SANLIEN TECHNOLOGY CORP.Booth No.
A0512

Booth No.
A0519aLEE-MEI ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

Tungsten steel blade is a useful tool for precision engraving and 
polishing. The steel is quite popular in industries such as ma-
chinery and arts and crafts. Tungsten Steel Nail Art is a new form 
of application dedicated to the mani and pedi business. Nails 
should be an object of attention and admiration starting now! 
Small Hair Filter Paper for bathrooms is made of eco-friend-
ly stone paper made in Taiwan. The patented adhesive free 
latch mechanism and small handle make sure nothing dirty get 
on your hands. The KF-3D Face Mask has four protection lay-
ers. The 3D design covers the nose and the mouth completely, 
blocking out all pollution, virus, and bacteria but not fresh air.

The GRAPHTECH Free Modeling Cutting Machine creates clean 
break, semi-attached and continues die lines. It capable of 
processing up to 8-10 mm of Chinese characters. The machine 
works wonders on 0.7mm thick sand-sprayed material, 600p 
cardboard paper, and diamond grade cutting sheet as well. 
Simply print up the material with professional software such 
as Illustrator and CorelDRAW and have them shaped and cut 
to meet your needs. The machine supports both PC and MAC 
system. It can also be used to make sample paper boxes or 
produce special stickers in small volume. A perfect choice for 
businesses in printing and design, die factory, pre-printing de-
sign, and coloured decals for automobiles.

Upgrading to A Wonderful New Life The Perfect Die Cut for Your Needs

Tungsten Steel Nail Art

Small Hair Filter Paper KF-3D Face Mask

Free Modeling Cutting Machine

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/40679FABD0675582E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/C2688DC975A1E2C9E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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U-CHEER PRINTING CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0524

Booth No.
A0523aSHUNGEI INT’L CO., LTD.

Shungei’s eco-friendly DIY set consists of parts made of environ-
mentally friendly synthetic material. They are waterproof, strong, 
and durable. To assemble, simply put them together using the 
special mortise and tenon mechanism designed by Shungei. No 
adhesive or scissors are required. You can even connect individu-
al products and make them into one larger structure. What a fine 
game for people of all ages! It offers excellent hand eye coordina-
tion training with something everyone in the family would be able to 
enjoy. The brand’s professional design team also offers tailer make 
gifts, premium, and promotional DIY items to meet your needs and 
help you impress your clients with interactive fun.

Technology may have changed the way the world works, but 
the nothing beats the satisfaction of writing on paper. The free-
dom, the thrill and the feeling of intimacy are what electronic 
devices cannot deliver. With the Pop-Up Sticky Note Card, you 
get a 3D paper pad in the shape of adoring things or animals 
and a something to take notes in. You can leave a message, 
keep record of what happened or write down thoughts and 
ideas. U-Cheer has something to offer washi tape lovers as 
well. They come in regular, gold tamped, laser printing, and 
lace trimmings. If that’s not enough, customize your own design 
and turn it into your personal signature!

Hands-on Experience Is The Best Experience The More I Write, The Happier I Am

Pop-Up Sticky Note CardWashi TapesEnvironmental Protection Cultural and Creative Games

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/8A06A95AEF31FD9AE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/2BFADE8228881BE7E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Calendar 101 is a transformational attempt of the old printing 
house to keep the old culture alive with original designs and 
beautifully illustrated stories. Four Seasons is a calendar with 
many stories to tell. On weekdays, it offers stories of the changing 
seasons with lovely illustrations. On weekends, parents can enjoy 
a little family fun with their children. The interactive games based 
on the four seasons are exciting holiday alternatives. The Taiwan 
Image Calendar maps out iconic scenic spots throughout Tai-
wan, including the sixty stone mountain that is covered in daylily 
blossoms and exciting Penghu Island with azure blue waters. This 
is your perfect guide to the unique natural scenery of the island.

Golden Arrow targets packaging structure design, industrial 
design and the research and development of new materials. 
World famous electronic device suppliers, luxury brands, high 
end cosmetics, and food companies are all loyal customers of 
the brand. In honor of the commitment to create a greener and 
cleaner world, Golden Arrow continues to develop environmen-
tally safe raw material and technology in the hope of minimizing 
the use the plastics throughout the process. The skilled R&D team 
has been exploring a wide variety of solid, sturdy, and recyclable 
material for packaging. The brand values customer feedback 
and aims to provide a total packaging solution for partners. 
Their effort has won the recognition of many design awards.

Life Is Good If You Know How to Live It Well Brand New Plastic Downsizing Option

GOLDEN ARROW PRINTING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0928

Booth No.
A0930GLOBAL ACE COLOR PRINT CO., LTD.

Four Seasons CalendarTaiwan Image Calendar

Wet Paper Designs

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/895A5F41E6EFBCC4E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/8FC0EC6036992512E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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The organic lavender Maillette is extracted from the premium 
lavender species grown at the elevation of 2000 m in Bulgar-
ia. ThEe essential oil has been approved by Ecocert. The sweet 
and gentle fragrance of the herb has a calming property. It 
soothes nerves and comforts the skin. Litsea cubeba, or ma-
qaw, as the Atayal aborigines in Taiwan calls it, means vigor, 
liveliness and thriving. The Taiwan Wild Maqaw Essential Oil is 
extracted from wild maqaw collected by the aborigines in Tai-
wan. Herbs are considered therapeutical and good for health. 
The essential oil relieves muscle pain and soreness as well as 
lifts spirits. The oil is produced through supercritical fluid ex-
traction that is proven to be friendly to the environment.

EcHome is a wooden speaker designed specifically for cell 
phones. This outstanding wireless speaker provides exquisite 
acoustic experience. There are many cellphone speakers on the 
market, but not many has its elegance and refined presence. 
It is more like an art piece than an electronic product. Echome 
has an elegant ball shape that is smooth and carefully buffed. 
Layers of wood and copper plates are interspersed to form a 
sound wave like structure. The carefully calculated acoustic de-
sign greatly reduces the possibility of distortion after amplifica-
tion. It is an indulgence for the touch, the eyes, and the ears!

Natural Essence and Delightful Scent Wood Speaks of Quality

FUNWOOD CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0436

Booth No.
A0533aFETHIANN MOLECULE APPLIED CO., LTD.

Organic Lavender Maillette Oil Taiwan Wild Maqaw Essential Oil

Cellphone Speaker

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/CE5DEAFBDCA22DD6E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/387D51295F709F62E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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The Charlotte Crossbody Leather Handbag is made of high 
quality and delicate genuine leather. The fine edge paint is of 
contrasting colours to the main body of the bag. The main com-
partment and the outer packet are sealed with high quality met-
al zippers. The shoulder strap can be adjusted when needed. The 
bag also comes with lining and inside pockets made of printed 
fabric. Bliss Leather Tote with Wristlet is large enough to hold your 
water bottle, jacket, notebook, and laptop all at once. The draw-
strings on the sides help to tighten the opening. The metal bag 
feet support the bag and protect the bottom. The mini leather 
purse with zipper can be taken apart and used separately.

Joy Life-Design understand how powerful Chinese characters and 
traditional patterns can be as their cultural significance and im-
plication are deeply rooted in people’s lives. The brand’s cultural 
and creative collection features amazing designs that embrace 
the best of both systems. A great amount of traditional eastern 
auspicious patterns such as zodiac animals, ingots, copper coins, 
auspicious clouds, peach blossom, and peony are incorporated 
into the design concept to express the fervent wish for wealth and 
prosperity, popularity and love, or luck and wellbeing. Loy Life of-
fers pictures with frames, cellphone case decors, bookmarkers, 
and other luck charms to fill your life with love and happiness. 

Quality Leather Bags for Urban Elite The Lucky Mindset

JOY LIFE DESIGNBooth No.
A0535a

Booth No.
A0440I-FLY CREATIVES CO., LTD.

Charlotte Crossbody
Leather Handbag

Bliss Leather Tote with Wristlet

“Joy Life-Design” Zodiac Card Decoration

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/3AFE61BCB6675C28E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/4C51AC2E83355E2CE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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MYMIYA STUDIOBooth No.
A0539

Booth No.
A0439aMEI WAN CO., LTD.

Dehua has been the city of porcelain for a thousand year. The 
porcelain is also known as White from China, The Mother of All 
White Porcelain or The White of China. The much-adored chi-
na is as white as snow, as smooth as jade and as transparent 
as silk. Mei Wan insists on providing porcelain only of premium 
quality and great artistic value that is worthy of the name. The 
sitting Guanyin, as pure as moonlight, has a soft and gentle 
look, unearthly elegance, and soft and flowy attire. Fo Guang 
Shan has already acquired the art piece for their collection. It is 
one of the most extinguished religious china of all time. Come 
and worship the unworldly beauty yourself!

The solid wood JIA MEI SHENG Wireless Amplifier and Diffus-
er Phone Holder features excellent sound quality, amplifier for 
both input and output sources, and a soundwave diffuser. The 
special structure offers sounds with awesome clarity and great 
fineness. It can be used while charging. Through soundwaves, 
the speaker releases fragrant aroma into the air. The minimal-
ist JIA ZAN Smart Phone Holder proudly boasts of its capability 
to support two input sources and allow users to watch what’s 
playing on the screen from many different angles. It is also 
embedded with an amplifier and functions perfectly well on 
uneven surfaces. The phone holder can even double as a card 
holder, cable storage unit, and key chain to your liking.
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The Ancient Capital of Artistic China The Phone Holder That Rocks The World

Sitting Guanyin

JIA MEI SHENG Wireless Amplifier and Diffuser Phone Holder

JIA ZAN Smart Phone Holder

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/CBD0851FF31944A2E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9FBCE3CDF4ECC94AE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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LIEVO INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. Booth No. | A0235  

Start Your Journey & Carry On Your Story

STORY makes travel a delight.

Keep your passport, plane ticket, and ID safe with STORY.

The compartments are enough for satisfy all your travel needs.

You don’ t have to fish around for your belongings anymore as you travel in style.

The wallet allows you to scan you phone or card without taking them out of the 
compartment.

The back pocket is a great place for stubs, receipts, and slips.

There is also a hidden buckle here.

Carry it by hand or with shoulder strap as it suits you.

Your story, your choice.

Let the journey begin.

STORY Travel Wallet 

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/C2CB1684A38794F7E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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SMILE-INLIFE DESIGN CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0536

Booth No.
A0433aON THE ROAD LIMITED

The number one incense brand in Taiwan, SLL, has officially 
launched its first balm stick line in perfectly cute and cubby 
containers. This new collection centers on Philosophy of Life, 
featuring six whole new scents each with its own illustration in-
spired by the quote of a different philosopher. Illustrator YiTing 
Chang worked with SLL to create the new line. The balm sticks 
are applied directly onto the skin. You can spice it up or tone it 
down by controlling the amount you put on. It is easy to carry 
around and re-apply when needed. All products are preserva-
tive free, alcohol free, and do not cause skin irritation. The balm 
also contains natural beeswax to moisturize your skin while giv-
ing it an aromatic touch.

Feeling dog tired every day? Have you forgotten what a proud 
wolf you once were? Awu penholder and storage series comes 
in two sizes, big and small. These absolutely adorable wolfs 
howl into the sky. The primitive animal instinct speaks directly 
to your soul. Like them, you are and always will be fierce, bold, 
and unstoppable. The O’day Unique Perpetual Calendar is no 
ordinary calendar you find in stationery stores. You can mark 
Saturday and Sunday in different colours and adjust the num-
bers of days within a month. The present month is highlighted 
in large font, making it hard for you to misread the days. This 
2022 reddot award winner is worth taking home with!

Six Fragrance Lessons from An Illustrator Smile and Be Brave

SLL Balm Stick—Philosophy of Life Series

O’day Unique Perpetual Calendar

A-wu Penholder/Storage Series

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/1C6BB5AD3AA9C977E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/8DDC6E889A52F071E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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The 2-dimensional Metric & Imperial Scale Ruler has a patented 
hollow out design. The measuring tool is compact and has smooth 
corners that does not slice or cut easily. There are in total 12 scale 
units etched onto the ruler. The coloured markings will last a long 
time. The Right Angle Bookmarker is a friendly reminder of your 
reading history. The special structure prevents it from causing any 
damaging to the precious pages. The Natural Bless Bookmarker 
makes turning pages a much more pleasant task. The luxurious 
collection comes in six themed designs. The packaging also dou-
bles as a card to write your wishes and blessings on.

Are you a tea person or a coffee person? TAMAGO Pour Over 
Coffee Kit – Premium Set will answer your coffee needs perfectly. 
It produces exactly one cup of coffee every pour. The tea set is 
simple and modern in appearance but capable of making great 
tea. The set makes tea brewing a much simpler job. The Simple 
Real Collapsible Stainless-Steel Cookware is patent protect-
ed. The cookware can be folded into a three center meter high 
block for storage. The supporting tenon system ensures that the 
basic structure of the device will not be compromised. The stain-
less steel used is approved by SGS. It is sloid, durable and safe.

Efficient and Accurate Measuring Tool Good Life with Good Designs

TWO THIRDS LIFESTYLE DESIGN COMPANYBooth No.
A0435a

Booth No.
A0539aTSNOW STATIONERY DESIGN STUDIO

Metric & Imperial Scale Ruler

Right Angle Bookmark Right Angle Bookmark

Natural Bless Bookmark Pour Over Coffee Kit – Premium Set

Tea Set Collapsible Stainless-Steel Cookware

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/CD869EC3448BEF29E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/14643827C8C57C26E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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RoomMates, the leading wall decor brand in the United States, is 
Disney’s biggest supplier in the area. RoomMates products are sold 
in 75 countries around the world. The brand offers a wide variety 
of themed designs in different color schemes. All of them whimsi-
cal, appealing and one of a kind. The non-residue wallpaper and 
decals are printed in high-quality nontoxic ink and approved by 
CPSIA. Their proprietary adhesive formulation has been specifically 
engineered for walls applications, ensuring all items are reposi-
tionable and will remove in full strip without leaving sticky residue, 
damaging walls, or furniture subsequently. Pick any design from the 
selection and tell your own story without making a mess.

Traditional Taiwanese religion has always been a popular choice 
for cultural and creative products. The plain weave incense bags 
showcase surprising colour nuance and highlight the design con-
siderably, making them a much more refined choice than printed 
ones. You can customize your own incense bag and add com-
pany logos or illustrations onto them. Unlike their cheaper gold 
leaf substitutes, the Commemorative Coins are made directly by 
aluminum alloy die casting. The transparent protection case is 
sturdy and highly resistant to daily wear and tear. Mini Wooden 
Plaque is carved out of a single piece of pine wood with laser. It 
may be small in stature, but definitely not lacking in impact!

Peel and Stick Wall Decals for A Makeover Faithful and Sincere

CHANGJHIHBooth No.
A1012

Booth No.
A1113AIM DEVELOPMENT CORP.

Self-adhesive stick and peel creative wall decals/wallpapers/decorative stickers
licensed by Disney/Marvel/Nintendo/freelance designers & in-house designers

Incense bags

Commemorative CoinsMetal Amulet Necklaces

Mini Wooden Plaque

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/EBA4CCDBC8BAF24DE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/039647EDFD325F95E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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FRIENDSHIP ORIGINAL INC.Booth No.
A0137a

Booth No.
A0335CODE STATUE

Anyone can become an artist if they put their mind to it. Art 
is something that resides within in you, not what you have to 
reach for. The DIY papercraft set is an attempt to reproduce 
the classic works of Yu Yu Yang Museum and Juming Museum 
by carefully designed papercraft components. It is intended 
for family fun. Children will find it challenging, adults inspiring, 
and young people too charming to resist. Do you wish to turn 
your favourite art works into papercrafts? Be it religious works, 
famous people in history or museum collections, just name your 
choice and the artistic team is at your command! Home a gal-
lery is no longer a dream.

The wait is over! The highly anticipated SNOOPY series is finally 
here. The dazzling SNOOPY and BELLA hairpins both come in 
vivid colours of five and a crystal nose. They are pretty and use-
ful accessories that will make you the attention of the room. The 
movable joints dolls have the most adorable outfits and cute 
tiny backpacks to go with them. You can place them in any po-
sition to your liking. The Mother’s Day limited edition features a 
furry pink bunny in the arms of the movable joint doll, symbol-
izing the eternal love between mother and child and their time 
together.

Evoking The Inner Artist in You with Papercraft Spring Field Trip with SNOOPY

DIY Artistic Papercraft

SNOOPY
Hairpin Series

SNOOPY Travel Movable Joints Doll

SNOOPY Mother’s Day Limited Doll

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/6848B9C408301817E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/D564C4311983646CE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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HAU SHIN DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0220

Booth No.
A0240GAANG FEING ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

GFSD Rhinestone Red Envelope is the outstanding patchwork 
of cotton fabric and paper. The envelope is solid, strong but 
smooth to the touch. Crystals, aluminum beads, crystal octa-
gon beads are decorated onto the envelope by hand, giving 
it a breath-taking luster. You can choose from a collection of 
auspicious images, cultural symbols and signs, or creative de-
signs. The dazzling sparkle and decadent opulence transform 
the traditional red envelope into an art of its own. It does not 
have to take a backseat to the content it holds anymore. It is a 
star worthy of the name!

The MIT nightstand made of wood is an adoring addition to the 
Sanrio licensed series. The wood décors of Sanrio characters 
give the classic colour combination a special touch. The night-
stand has more to it than just appearance. It is also a helpful 
storage system with two shelf spaces and large drawers. Great 
for cosmetic, books, clothing, and anything you need.  There 
are wheels underneath the nightstand, making it easy for you 
to move things around as the whim takes you. Simply lock the 
wheels into space by pressing down on them when you are 
done. Fast, simple, and safe! You will need to assemble it on your 
own. But no worries, the fool proof process is as easy as it gets.

Craft and Glamour for The Glamourous You Adorable Nightstand to Make Life Easier

GFSD - The Rhinestone Red Envelope

Sanrio—HELLO KITTY, Melody, and Pom Pom Purin Nightstand

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/0A1928EA20526183E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/B7A1D256AC43B90AE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Young or old, you need something or someone to comfort you 
in the hour of need. Come and meet Hestia’s cute little friends. 
The ceramic decoration series will light up your room and office 
space and give you the courage to face the challenges of an-
other day. The knitting series is warm, snug, and cozy, just the 
thing to catch you when you fall. No one can say no to these 
fluffy comforts. As for the bags. There is baggage for adults, 
small pouch for children and backpack for schools. Take your 
pick! They are your most faithful friend wherever you go.

Nowadays visual appeal is the key to a successful industrial 
design. Carefully designed patterns or intriguing images make 
products stand out amongst a sea of substitutes. Inblooom, a 
Taiwan original brand, now offers their print library to the pub-
lic. For the best part of a decade, they have collected artistic 
prints and graphics. Now a thousand original designs that have 
never been exposed are at your disposal for a modest price. 
Pick a plan that suits you best and take your own designs up to 
the next level with manufacturer’s best friend Pattern Pack, the 
treasure trove of prints and graphics. This may very well be the 
push you need for the next big hit!

Your Cuteness Knows No Bounds Treasure Hunt at The Print Library 

INBLOOOM CO., LTD.Booth No.
A1016

Booth No.
A0416HESTIA BRAND CREATIVE CO., LTD.

Ceramic Gift Series Products Knitting Series Products

Knitting Series ProductsBag Series Products

Pattern Pack

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/967946ECF769DDBFE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/AB5D3A0DC4505E3BE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Booth No. | A0509aJUNTEX COMPANY LTD.

Din Tai Fung Pen

The Black barrel pen has black ink. Pens of other colours hold blue ink. 
The pens shipped will be of randomly mixed colours. If you have a preferred co-
lour choice, please let us know in advance.
Customized advertisement opportunity: Single colour printing on the pen barrel.
Minimum order quantity: Above 1,000 pens (single-colour printing included).
Please befriend our official line account for easy order.
* Customization of white barrel pens must be at least 2,000 pens in quantity.
* Customization of green barrel pens must be at least 5,000 pens in quantity.

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9256CD01D1C25D9EE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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LAIMO, Nyansuke, Ology, Song Song Meow, Lazy Rabbit and Mr. 
Chu—your favourite characters are all here to greet you. When 
an Illustrator and an embroidery artist collaborate, the quanti-
tative change will give rise to qualitative change. It is no longer 
simple math but magic that’s doing the good work. To give the 
illustrators a place to grow and shine, JZ FUN launched a charm-
ing illustrator series showcasing the embroidered version of their 
art works on household and personal items. The collection in-
cludes Velcro for bangs, paper clips, multifunctional leather cas-
es, decals and more. These embroidered illustrations certainly 
spice up ordinary objects and make life much more exciting!

The CAT Wooden Cup is a testament to how CNC technology 
and traditional craftmanship can work wonders together. The 
cup is carved out of a single piece of wood and the natural 
Japanese lacquer coating applied is safe when coming into 
contact with hot food. The Double Happiness Wood Seal set 
consists of seals cut out of a single block of wood. When placed 
together, they form the Chinese character for happiness. It is a 
much-desired wedding gift for happy couples. The Leg Stretch-
ing Machine helps you stretch your muscles and gives a good 
foot massage. The domes, like fingers, will apply pressure onto 
the acupoint on the soles of your feet to enhance your wellbeing.

Creative Illustration Meets Refined Embroidery Wood Tells of Life and Potential

KIJO STUDIO CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0339a

Booth No.
A0133aJZ FUN CO., LTD.

Embroidery Craft Series Wooden Cup - CAT Wood Seal-Double Happiness
(set of two)

Legs Stretching Machine

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/24A106CBA980320DE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/2432651503115468E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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Super 10 is created by WinSing Animation in association with 
Young Toys. The story tells how the evil Omega destroys numer-
ous planets and absorbs their Super Stone energy to restore his 
strength. He finally sets his sights on Earth. To keep the Super 
Stone away from the Omega, the Superions, guardian of Earth, 
break it into 10 pieces and hid them in different space-time pock-
ets. Alas, Omega located the stone pieces and the Superions 
must again come forth and fight to protect Earth from being de-
stroyed. The animation was a major success in China and South 
Korea. It is set to air in Taiwan in the middle of 2022. All licensed 
products will for sure cause an uproar following the frenzy.

Aurli is the sub brand for coffee appliances under Lin’s Ceram-
ic Studio., Aurli created the very first rock mine coffee cup in the 
world with their exclusive rock mud formula. The ore-rich clay 
fired at high temperature forms a structure similar to activat-
ed charcoal, strengthening the texture of coffee and enriching 
the overall flavor and taste. The Floating 360 Filter Cup is the 
first filter cup with an all-ceramic valve. There are three coffee 
extracting options to choose from: drip brewing, steep and re-
lease brewing, and mix. The Purion teapot has a thick and ro-
bust handle. When pouring, water runs smoothly from the spout 
without spillage. The macaron shade is of a gentle and rich 
jade green with great depth.

Attention Cylon Dragons, to War! Unique Rock Formula for Revolutionary Coffee Appliances

LIN’S CERAMICS STUDIOBooth No.
A0505a

Booth No.
A0413aL. E. INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Super 10 Licensed Products

Porcelain Coffee Pot360 Coffee Dripper

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/E3961E55550A6578E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/BE0D980729BB6AB2E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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National Museum of History gives new life to historic and artistic 
works with IP licensing. The museum transforms images from their 
digital archive on a great variety of household items and daily ob-
jects, making art and culture more accessible. Case in point, the 
NMH Licensing: Sanyu Brilliantly Prosperous Teacups, Daily Care 
Essential Oil and the MIT Medical Face Mask all are extremely 
successful collaboration attempts with other industries. The appli-
cation of digital archive gives new products depth and allows the 
brand to enjoy more exposer on the market. The win-win strategy 
will certainly stir up a creative storm in Taiwan’s museums.

National Palace Museum is one of the museums in the world with 
the most extensive IP rights. The Gold Indian Lotus Fountain Pen 
is inspired by the Decorative Porcelain-Mallet-shaped Vase. The 
intricate pattern on the neck of vase is transform onto the cap, 
and a thriving lotus resides on the slightly bulging barrel, com-
manding attention. The pencil sharpener borrows the form of 
one of Qianlong emperor’s favorite-- Ceramic-Revolving Vase 
with Swimming Fish Decoration. Turn the vase around and watch 
fish splash in water freely. The Immortal Blossoms in an Everlast-
ing Spring Set consists of four bone china plates, each deco-
rated with an auspicious flowers taken from Lang Shih-Ning’s 
Album of Birds and Flowers, sending love and blessings your way.

Giving New Life to Old Art Works Fit for the Emperor, Fit for Your Cherished One

SO-NET ENTERTAINMENT TAIWAN LIMITEDBooth No.
A1217

Booth No.
A0211aNATIONAL MUSEUM OF HISTORY

Medical Face Mask

Daily Care Essential OilSanyu Brilliantly Prosperous Teacups

Gold Indian Lotus
Fountain Pen

Pencil Sharpener

Cup Set

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/5A11B48E59F8A106E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/A9D4EDEF802AE3DFE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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The window view table vase series features unique plant decors 
made of marbles. The combination of wooden window frame 
and stone pot is an ode to nature. The window glasses come 
in retro begonia, matte, and fine icicles. Not being able to see 
clearly through the windows leaves more room for imagina-
tion. The Rainbow Jade Goldmine is made of serpentine jade, 
A dense cryptocristalline mixture of serpentine group miner-
als, including a great amount of metal. The composition forms 
clear and intriguing patterns on the surface. The colour of the 
jade enriches after the application of hot press treatment and 
coating finish, presenting something as exquisite and decadent 
as perching phoenix in lavish woods.

The handmade ceramic mugs are fired at 1250 degrees in a kiln. 
You can customize your personal mug and engrave your name 
or a secrete message on the body. A great gift for you and your 
loved ones. To celebrate your love and devotion for one another, 
pick a sign that belongs exclusively to you and your life partner 
for your wedding gift box. Wave of fortune is placed on a woven 
base with wave patterns. This symbolizes a rising wave that sends 
you straight up to greatness and wealth. The three-legged gold-
en toad is known for its ability to send luck and fortune your way 
and fend off backstabbers and petit creatures at work or in life.

To See A World in A Stone Ceramics for Ceremonies

TIAN CHUNG KILNBooth No.
A0319a

Booth No.
A0206SOU PI CO., LTD.

Table Vase Table Vase

Rainbow Jade GOLDMINE

Ceramic Mug

Wedding Gift Box Wave of Fortune

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/D44D6FF91E254AB7E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/A329D10E94470C13E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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TUNG YUAN CULTURAL ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.Booth No.
A0219a

Booth No.
A0340TOSMU ENTERPRISE CO.

The wooden coaster has simple curvy lines and fine smooth 
surface that takes the edge off a busy day at work. They are 
made of high-quality wood coated with water-resistant paint. 
The moisture absorbent synthetic grass provides a cushion for 
the coaster and protects it from heat. The coaster can also be 
used as a display stand for action figures. The wooden table 
storage consists of a base and three mobile mountain shaped 
stands. You can also use the storage system to hold photos, 
note pads or postcards. There is a cellphone stand in the front 
and the green grass patch is a great place for glasses. This is a 
haven for all your personal items for sure.

Do you like lanterns or light decors? The daruma light décor set 
features a lucky daruma light in rich bright colours. Daruma is an 
auspicious symbol often seen in Japan. People use it when pray-
ing for good luck. The use of different materials and textures give 
the light a distinctive flare. It is a delight to behold. The retract-
able tiger lantern can be set up really quickly. Tiger lanterns and 
good luck lanterns are all popular choices in the year of tiger. 
The patent protected Lukang good luck lantern has three-dimen-
sional origami horns. The carefully placed openings shine with 
rainbow colour lights. The visual effect is absolutely astounding!

Something for The Child inside You Lanterns to Light Up The Way

Urban Style Wooden Coaster Wooden Table Storage

Lucky Daruma Light Décor Set

Retractable Tiger Lantern Lukang Good Luck Lantern

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/5EB9D2DF245FBAABE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/5C7BEAAF8E6EB03CE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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BAO EASY BIOTECH CO., LTD.Booth No.
A1227

Booth No.
A0339ZAMAMA METAL ARTS CO., LTD.

Zamama’s Fern Pattern Glass series features glasses with hand 
applied decals. There is a fineness to them that screening printing 
cannot achieve. The leaf patterns of ferns are easily recognizable 
to accentuate the liveliness of the plant. The Fern Herbier Paper-
craft is a play on laser engraving, creating patterns on metal or 
paper similar to papercutting. The papercrafts are delicate, petit, 
and full of possibility. The fern pattern silk scarfs are made of soft 
and luxuries natural silk. These elegant and tasteful scarfs are 
perfect everyday accessories for leisure and formal occasions 
throughout the year. It is an excellent choice for gift giving.

The entire ml series uses food grade scent and colouring that are 
non-toxic and biodegradable. After all, the true form of cleanliness 
should not cause people any harm, be it dirt or chemicals. It has 
clear instructions as to the dosage per use to prevent waste. The 
2ml fabric freshener kills bacteria, microbial contamination, and 
removes odours with oxidative agent. The 6ml dish soap uses nat-
ural herbs and minerals in its formula. It is a safe and biodegrad-
able detergent that has vitamin B5 added to protect your hands 
from any harm. The 11ml oven degreasing detergent has a very 
faint smell. It can remove all odours on cookware in an instant. 

Fern-tastically Green Natural, Non-Toxic, Clean and Safe
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Fern Pattern Glass Fern Pattern Glass

Fern Herbier Papercraft Fern Pattern Silk Scarf

2ml Fabric Freshener

6ml Dish Soap 11ml Oven Degreasing

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/7D59E421F0FD64F2E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/E04F54E8C065EDCCE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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GEWAY INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.Booth No.
A1231

Booth No.
A1225EASYWELL WATER SYSTEMS, INC.

The Zero sodium resin pitch is equipped with a filter made of 
silver impregnated coconut activated carbon and zero sodium 
ion exchange resin. The filter can remove chlorine, pesticide, 
scale, and heavy metal. The safe resin material will not release 
sodium iron and increase the possibility of cardiovascular 
distress. For the tape water purifier, the filter cartridge in this 
battery powered device can be removed and replace easily 
without the help of tools. The filter itself is made of NSF certified 
UF membrane with coconut activated carbon mixed with silver. 
The DROP hand shower filter has a calcium sulfite cartridge 
designed to remove residual chlorine with high efficiency. The 
removable stainless-steel parts are super easy to clean.

The Corrugated Incense Tray portrays the iconic scene of 
waves plashing and pushing up against the shore. White foams 
lined the edges of the waves, dancing and swirling like incense 
smoke. Window View Bookends are decorated with traditional 
Chinese tracery. The transparent box can be used as bookends, 
flowerpots, or storage space. The Lean-on Lanterns have hand 
woven lamp shades that are modern, intricate, and lively. The 
intuitive design makes turning the lamp on and off extremely 
easy. The PIN-CHU Vases & Crust Set adds eastern elements 
into modern dinning ware. There is nothing more delightful than 
looking at these charming bamboos while enjoying a nice meal.

A Great Filter for A Care-Free Life The Eastern Esthetic of Home Design

Pitcher

Tap Water PurifierHand Shower Filter

Lean-on Series: LanternPIN-CHU Series: Vases & Crust Set

Corrugated Series: Incense Tray Window View Bookends Series

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/9C1A6C716F2AF6CEE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/2DC8AB92DEEBAAC1E1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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YA HORNG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.Booth No.
A1223

Booth No.
A1229OLIVETTE INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.

The Sunflower Bath Sponge takes inspiration from sunflowers. 
The multiple-layered structure received patent in many countries. 
The sponge feels exquisite on the skin. The Modular Bath Sponge 
consists of many parts that can be taken apart and reassem-
bled to your liking. It can be used as a bath sponge, a bath pil-
low, or a bathing cushion to gently massage the entire back. Be 
creative and have a fun time getting clean! The Exfoliating Back 
Scrubber Towel has patented folded net made of thick, rough, 
and sturdy material. It foams quickly, removes dirty and dead 
skin cells to exfoliate your body and back, prompting circulation. 

TiSmoo titanium brush has acupressure massaging needles 
made of 99.88% titanium. Titanium has been applied in the field 
of aerospace for many years. The brush is great for untangling 
your hair, gently massaging the scalp and reenergize hair folli-
cles to give the hair a natural shine. The remarkably friendly ma-
terial does not cause irritation or allergy. TiSmoo titanium brush 
is extremely durable, super easy to clean, works wonders and 
absolutely safe. The handy brush fits snuggly in your hands as 
if it is an extension of your body. This excellent MIT product can 
no doubt become a trustworthy lifelong companion of yours. 

Indulgence Alert! Tis A Great Encounter

Sunflower Bath Sponge

Modular Bath Sponge

Exfoliating Back Scrubber Towel TiSmoo Titanium Comb

https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/54495657E8BB3E6BE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
https://www.giftionery.net/en/exhibitor/E0C6A81E24E648FFE1974BFE162BF9C8/info.html
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